Good scientific practice

TARGET GROUP
Doctoral Researchers

TARGET
In public, „good scientific practice“ is often connected with cases of plagiarism when it comes to dissertations.

TOPICS
However, the important topic covers a substantially wider spectrum of scientific conduct: Dealing with data (including checking, recording, ownership and storage), the publishing process and authorship, responsible supervision, academic cooperation, confirmation bias, conflicts of interest and dealing with conflicts. Inappropriate academic behaviour includes inventing or faking data, violating intellectual property (theft of ideas or plagiarism), and sabotaging the research of others.

TRAINER
PD Alexander Schiller, Schiller & Mertens, www.schillermertens.de

VENUE
Max-Planck-Institut für evolutionäre Anthropologie, Deutscher Platz 6, 04103 Leipzig
www.eva.mpg.de

FEE
The Administrative Headquarter will cover the fees for the speaker. The institute needs to cover your travel expenses. Please note: Permission from your supervisor must be obtained before applying.

NOTES
Registration for this seminar starts 01.09.2019! Terms and conditions for the participation are included at the end of the brochure.

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PEOPLE
16

REGISTRATION AND CANCELLATION
Angelika Molkenthin angelika.molkenthin@gv.mpg.de
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<td>1121</td>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>